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Trump’s Foreign Policy in a  

Second Term 

 
(As is our custom, we will take a break for the Labor Day 

holiday. The next report will be published on September 7, 2020.) 

 

In our WGR last week, we examined how 

U.S. foreign policy might look in the event 

that Democratic Party nominee Joe Biden 

wins the November presidential election.  

But, of course, the race remains competitive, 

and there is plenty of time for things to 

swing either way.  In our report this week, 

we examine how foreign policy might look 

if President Trump wins a second term. 
 

It’s tempting to think a second term would 

be a mere continuation of Trump’s first four 

years.  In reality, it could differ significantly.  

Presidents in their second terms often rely 

on different advisors than they did when 

they first came to power.  They’re also lame 

ducks from their reelection onward, so they 

have less power.  On the other hand, since 

they no longer need to worry about the next 

election, they can feel less constrained and 

anxious to build their legacy.  The result 

could be a noticeably different foreign 

policy from 2021 to 2025, with important 

ramifications for investors. 
 

National Interests and Strategy 

To begin this discussion, it may be helpful 

to step back and lay out a framework for 

understanding and analyzing foreign policy.  

By way of definition, foreign policy is the 

whole set of goals, principles, strategies, 

tactics, and methods chosen by an 

administration to govern the country’s 

relationships with the rest of the world. 
 

The most important element of foreign 

policy is arguably the goals and principles 

selected, since they, in theory, should 

govern all other elements of the policy.  The 

selected goals and principles are commonly 

understood to be “national interests,” some 

of which are essential or vital, while others 

may have only medium or low importance.  

Throughout the Cold War, successive U.S. 

administrations generally subscribed to 

some version of the statement of vital 

interests laid out in a 1950 report from the 

National Security Council (NSC-68): “To 

preserve the United States as a free nation 

with our fundamental institutions and 

values intact.”  A more modern 

reformulation by the Heritage Foundation 

goes into greater detail, listing vital U.S. 

national interests as: “1) Defense of the 

homeland; 2) Stability in regions critical to 

U.S. interests; 3) Preservation of freedom 

of movement within the global commons.” 
 

Note that global hegemony is never 

mentioned in these classic formulations.  In 

part, that’s because these statements are 

mostly for political and planning purposes.  

Foreign policy gets its true form and 

substance (“maintaining global hegemony,” 

for example) through the process of 

adopting shorter-term goals, selecting the 

instruments of power that will achieve them, 

and applying those instruments.  The 

instruments of power available to the U.S. 

are typically divided into three overlapping 

categories: diplomacy, economic leverage, 

and military force. 

 

https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/weekly-geopolitical-report-bidens-foreign-policy-august-24-2020/
https://www.heritage.org/defense/report/preparing-the-us-national-security-strategy-2020-and-beyond
https://www.heritage.org/defense/report/preparing-the-us-national-security-strategy-2020-and-beyond
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Diplomacy.  This instrument involves the 

peaceful application of political power, 

driven mostly by the Department of State 

and implemented by the Secretary, 

ambassadors, the diplomatic corps, and 

subsidiary agencies inside and outside the 

department.  By communicating the 

administration’s desires, offering incentives, 

and threatening punishments, the department 

works to influence international 

organizations like the United Nations, 

specific countries, and even private 

individuals abroad.  One especially powerful 

element of this instrument in the Cold War 

consisted of “public diplomacy,” as when 

the U.S. tried to burnish its ideology, 

economic system, society, and history 

through cultural exchanges and media 

sources like the Voice of America. 
 

Economic Leverage.  In the popular mind, 

this instrument mostly involves offering 

privileges or imposing restrictions on 

international trade and capital flows.  

Specific tools include trade embargoes, 

import tariffs, free trade treaties, and foreign 

investment restrictions as well as financial 

sanctions and asset freezes imposed on 

foreign individuals.  Early in the Cold War, 

some of the most powerful tools in the U.S. 

foreign policy arsenal were assistance to 

developing countries and disaster relief (via 

the Marshall Plan, “foreign aid,” the Peace 

Corps, etc.).  As we’ve often noted, the 

global hegemony that U.S. leaders embraced 

as the best way to secure our vital national 

interests relied in part on providing the 

public good of a reserve currency, the dollar.  

To bind foreign countries to the U.S. and 

induce them to accept U.S. leadership, the 

U.S. created and funded rules-based 

institutions like the International Monetary 

Fund and the World Trade Organization.  

The U.S. promoted financial stability 

through the Bretton Woods system, and, 

later, through the U.S. Treasury bond 

market.  The U.S. not only adopted free-

trade policies, but also accepted the trade 

deficits and open capital markets they 

implied.  
 

Military Force.  This final key instrument of 

foreign policy, led mostly by the 

Department of Defense and the CIA, 

encompasses a whole spectrum of 

capabilities ranging from the massive kinetic 

force of the U.S. nuclear arsenal to the 

stealthy, pinpoint strike capability of our 

Special Forces, and from the traditional 

intelligence gathering and active measures 

of the CIA to cutting-edge cyberwarfare.  

Following World War II, the U.S. armed 

forces’ ability to project power globally 

allowed the country to provide the other key 

public good that made it the global 

hegemon, protection of the sea lanes, which 

otherwise ensured the free flow of global 

commerce (i.e., it preserved “freedom of 

movement within the global commons”).  

Note, however, that many of history’s 

greatest military theorists stress that military 

force is best used as a last resort, when 

diplomacy and economic leverage fail.  

Indeed, that’s the true meaning of von 

Clausewitz’s famous dictum that, “War is 

nothing more than a continuation of the 

political process by applying other means.” 
 

It's important to remember that defining 

national interests, developing international 

strategies, and applying the instruments of 

power abroad can never be divorced from 

domestic political considerations and 

bureaucratic dynamics.  For example, even 

though the U.S. was at the zenith of its 

power at the end of World War II, with all 

its major competitors devastated, U.S. 

leaders were constrained from blocking the 

USSR’s domination of Eastern Europe or 

reversing the Chinese Communist Party’s 

takeover of China because of the public’s 

resistance to another major war.  With the 

development of Soviet, and then Chinese, 
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nuclear weapons, selling the prospect of a 

major war became even more difficult. 
 

• As a result, U.S. leaders in the Cold War 

never adopted a classic imperialist 

foreign policy based on great-power 

warfare and military conquest.  Rather 

than seeking malevolent hegemony, U.S. 

leaders adopted a unique, restrained style 

of dominance based on nuclear 

deterrence, a global military presence to 

contain communism and ensure the free 

flow of commerce, a heavy reliance on 

the “soft power” of diplomacy and 

economic leverage, and only limited or 

proxy warfare (the most that U.S. voters 

would stomach). 

• As we’ve discussed many times before, 

Americans gradually tired of the costs 

associated with this style of hegemony.  

Enormous defense spending generated 

part of the pushback.  Another problem 

was that even the relatively limited 

number of U.S. combat casualties from 

1946 to the present seemed unpalatable 

in the context of long commitments and 

unsatisfactory outcomes in places like 

Korea, Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan.  

Finally, changing political, economic, 

and cultural dynamics have undermined 

the support for soft-power policies like 

alliance building, public diplomacy, 

foreign aid, free trade, and liberal 

immigration policies. 
 

Trump’s First-Term Foreign Policy 

To categorize U.S. presidents in terms of 

their approach to foreign policy, we rely 

heavily on the archetypes developed by 

Walter Russell Mead in his 2002 book 

Special Providence.1  We categorize Donald 

Trump as a “Jacksonian” president because 

 
1 Mead, W. R. (2002). Special Providence: American 

Foreign Policy and How It Changed the World. New 

York, NY: Routledge.  For a summary and discussion 

of these archetypes, see our WGR from April 4, 2016. 

of the high priority he puts on the physical 

security, economic wellbeing, and national 

honor of the American people.  In contrast, a 

“Hamiltonian” president would prioritize 

U.S. business interests, a “Wilsonian” would 

focus on the nation’s moral obligations, and 

a “Jeffersonian” would seek a foreign policy 

consistent with small government and 

democracy. 
 

The Jacksonian ethic is perhaps the closest 

thing the U.S. has to a folk movement, so 

it’s a natural fit with the right-wing 

populism that brought Trump to power.  In 

Trump’s first term, the Jacksonian ethic was 

expressed as an “America First” policy 

regarding U.S. alliances and trade relations.  

It was also carried out in an unusually 

personalized and transactional manner. 
 

• Rather than seeing interdependent 

strength in the U.S. military alliance 

with NATO or U.S. trade relationships 

with Canada and Mexico, for example, 

Trump has emphasized the costs of those 

relationships and downplayed their 

benefits.  He has employed tough 

measures to reset the relationships in 

ways that he believes tip the balance of 

benefits toward the U.S. 

• Trump’s approach has often involved a 

welcome, long overdue pushback against 

malevolent actors like China and Iran.  

In other cases, however, his approach 

has seemed curiously deferential to 

authoritarian leaders like Russian 

President Vladimir Putin and North 

Korean leader Kim Jong-un, which has 

opened him to charges that he blindly 

follows his personal interests. 

• Perhaps the most farsighted and helpful 

initiative under President Trump has 

been his effort to deepen the U.S. 

military and economic relationship with 

India, which could help thwart Chinese 

https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/weekly-geopolitical-report-april-4-2016/
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/02/world/europe/trump-nato.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/02/world/europe/trump-nato.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/02/world/europe/trump-nato.html
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/us-pacific-command-renamed-as-us-indo-pacific-command/articleshow/64398189.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/us-pacific-command-renamed-as-us-indo-pacific-command/articleshow/64398189.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/us-pacific-command-renamed-as-us-indo-pacific-command/articleshow/64398189.cms
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geopolitical aggressiveness in Asia for 

years to come. 
 

How might Trump’s foreign policy change 

if he wins a second term?  Since second-

term presidents tend to have less political 

power than they did in their first term, they 

often shift their focus to foreign policy.  

After all, foreign policy can be conducted 

with more independence from Congress 

compared with domestic policy.  In a second 

term, we would expect President Trump to 

continue his America First policies and 

maintain his personalized, transactional 

style.  Overall, Trump might be a lame duck 

in his second term, but since he would likely 

interpret his reelection as a rousing mandate, 

he would probably try to double down on his 

approach to the world: 
 

• Perhaps most importantly, a second-term 

Trump administration would probably 

intensify its focus on rolling back 

China’s aggressive geopolitical and 

economic activities around the globe.  

That would be especially likely if China 

fails to fulfill its commitments under the 

U.S.-China trade deal signed in January.  

A second-term Trump policy on China 

would likely encompass a wide range of 

initiatives, including: 1) more aggressive 

military operations, such as freedom-of-

navigation patrols and forward military 

deployments, to thwart Chinese 

territorial ambitions; 2) tougher 

measures against Chinese spying and 

corporate misbehavior to rein in China’s 

theft of U.S. technology; 3) further trade 

barriers and perhaps new restrictions on 

capital flows to punish China for its 

unfair economic policies; 4) fighting 

back against Chinese efforts to influence 

U.S. public opinion and politics; and 5) 

working to isolate China in global 

forums like the UN and the WHO. 

• In the Middle East, Trump would 

probably double down on his support for 

Israel and Saudi Arabia, while 

continuing to pressure Iran over its 

weapons programs.  That would likely 

keep alive the risk of an armed 

confrontation with Iran.  However, as 

with North Korea, Trump would likely 

remain open to a ground-breaking peace 

deal with Iran if it could be made on his 

terms. 

• Trump would probably also continue to 

ratchet back traditional U.S. alliances 

and step back from the traditional U.S. 

role as global hegemon.  That would 

probably lead many foreign countries to 

give up hope for a return to past 

relationships and prompt them to start 

building up their own regional alliances 

and their own military capabilities.  A 

key exception is that Trump may expand 

the “Five Eyes” intelligence-sharing 

alliance between the U.S., the UK, 

Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, 

perhaps even expanding the bloc to 

include nations like Japan and India. 
 

As discussed above, second-term presidents 

often lose many of their best policy advisors 

to “White House fatigue” and independent 

ambition, only to replace them with lower-

profile officials who might be more useful 

as policy implementers than developers.  

Looking at a possible Trump second term, 

Secretary of State Pompeo is among the 

most likely to leave as he has shown signs of 

harboring his own political ambitions.  It 

also wouldn’t be a surprise to see Defense 

Secretary Esper, Treasury Secretary 

Mnuchin, National Security Advisor 

O’Brien, or CIA Director Haspel leave, 

voluntarily or involuntarily, to pursue other 

interests.  At this point, it is difficult to 

identify their likely successors as the most 

likely candidates would probably be lower-

profile, less known individuals.  However, it 

is notable that FBI Director Christopher 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/21/us/politics/mike-pompeo-inspector-general.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/21/us/politics/mike-pompeo-inspector-general.html
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Wray has been mentioned as a potential 

replacement for Haspel. 
 

Ramifications 

As mentioned above, the classic formulation 

of U.S. vital national interests doesn’t 

explicitly require that the country maintain 

its traditional role as global hegemon.  

However, the grand strategy of global 

hegemony that the U.S. has pursued to 

secure its vital interests since the end of 

World War II has provided important 

benefits for investors.  In a second Trump 

term, an intensified America First strategy 

that plays to the public’s existing 

disenchantment with traditional alliances 

and globalization would therefore come with 

costs, at least in terms of a potentially 

disruptive transition period.  If the U.S. 

withdraws from its alliances and hunkers 

down into a “Fortress America,” it could 

probably reduce the number of its men and 

women sent to foreign battlefields, but 

aggressor nations like China, Russia, Iran, or 

North Korea would almost certainly take 

advantage of such U.S. reticence and 

eventually impinge on U.S. interests in ways 

that would harm the U.S. economy and 

financial markets.  It’s far better to be an 

alpha male patrolling the outer fringes of his 

territory than a beta with little or no control 

over his fate. 
 

Likewise, doubling down on Trump’s 

America First policy could probably help 

boost domestic manufacturing.  By limiting 

immigration, it could help tighten the labor 

market and boost wages for lower-skilled 

workers.  A tougher negotiating stance could 

produce new trade and investment treaties 

more favorable to U.S. businesses.  The 

potential costs, however, might range from 

more disruptive trade wars and sudden 

capital flow restrictions in the short term to 

less efficient, higher cost supply chains and 

increased inflation in the longer term.  The 

result would probably be more periods of 

volatility as markets try to gauge the risks.  

The likelihood of intensified conflict with 

China would probably be especially 

unsettling to the markets. 
 

When it comes to foreign policy, a final 

specific concern for the financial markets is 

the impact on oil prices.  In that realm, 

continued sanctions and other measures 

against Iran from a second Trump term 

would likely keep crude prices higher than 

they otherwise would be.  After all, 

continued sanctions would keep some two 

million barrels per day of Iranian crude 

exports off the market.  In addition, the 

possibility of an armed conflict in the 

Persian Gulf would tend to maintain a risk 

bid for crude.  Trump would also probably 

oppose “green” policies in a second term, 

which would probably be modestly positive 

for oil prices. 

 

Patrick Fearon-Hernandez, CFA 
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